Announcements

Thursday Extra
This week: Research students working with Prof. Vostinar

Supplemental Problem 4
Testing
Bash terminal window
Redirected input
More practice with Linked Lists

Questions

Discuss lab code for templates

Clicker questions
What is printed by the following code, assuming D designates the null list:

```c
struct node * ptr = D;
printf ("( ");
while (ptr != NULL)
    { printf (" %d", ptr->data);
      ptr = (*ptr).next;
    }
printf (" )\n");
```

A. ( )  D. possible run-time error
B. (                )  E. something else
C. compile error
Assume B in main points to the first node in the following list:

What happens when main calls `proc (B)`

```c
int proc (struct node * ptr) {
    int value = 0;
    while (ptr != NULL)
    {
        value += (*ptr).data);
        ptr = ptr->next);
    }
}
```

A. 20 returned  
B. 26 returned  
C. 28 returned  
D. 28 printed  
E. something else
Assume B in main points to the first node in the following list:

What happens when main calls `proc (B)`

```c
int proc (struct node * ptr) {
    int value = 0;
    while ((*ptr).next != NULL) {
        value += (*ptr).data;
        ptr = ptr->next;
    }
}
```

A. 20 returned  
B. 28 returned  
C. 20 printed  
D. 28 printed  
E. something else
Assume B in main points to the first node in the following list:

What happens when main calls proc (B)

```c
int proc (struct node * ptr) {
    int value = 0;
    if ((*ptr).next != NULL)
    {
        value += (*ptr).data;
        proc (ptr->next);
    }
}
```

A. 20 returned
B. 26 returned
C. 28 returned
D. 28 printed
E. something else
Assume B in main points to the first node in the following list:

What happens when main calls proc (B)

```c
void proc (struct node * ptr)
    if (ptr != NULL)
        { proc (ptr->next);
            printf(" %d", ptr->data);
        }
    }
}
```

A. 2
B. 2 7 1 8 2 8
C. 8 2 8 1 7 2
D. 8
E. something else